Open," Xi said in a one-line address at a new port terminal in Zhuhai. This opening ceremony attended by Hong Kong’s leader Carrie Lam also marked the official opening of a new channel that links Hong Kong with Macau through the southern mainland city of Zhuhai, the gateway to Guangdong province.

But the official ceremony goes beyond the opening of a new port terminal. It is a sign of how significant the world’s longest sea bridge is, which was completed in 2016 but has been at odds over its respective continental waters to the west of the bridge, a few days after the opening ceremony.

Trump: ‘I’m Not Satisfied’ with Accounts of Khashoghi Death

WASHINGTON — President Donald Trump said Monday he’s not satisfied with the explanation of how the Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi was killed in the consulate. Khashoggi, who lived in the United States and was a contributor to the Washington Post, was killed at the Saudi consulate in Istanbul on Oct. 2. His death has triggered a crisis between the two countries.

Trump told reporters Monday that he’s not satisfied with the explanation of how Khashoggi was killed in the consulate. Khashoggi was killed at the Saudi consulate in Istanbul on Oct. 2. His death has triggered a crisis between the two countries.

US to Join ‘Battle’ With Russia for Uzbekistan

US-RUSSIA - The US is set to join the battle for Uzbekistan, an oil- and investment-friendly nation, after President Donald Trump announced Tuesday that Washington is pulling out of the nuclear agreement, an action that could trigger a new round of sanctions and change for restrictions and additional investment in the region.

Caspian Countries Discuss Possible Problem in Ashgabat

ASHGABAT - The discussion of the protocol to the Convention on Combating the Illegal Traffic of Biological Resources (poaching) was held in Ashgabat on Oct 25-26, the Turkmen authorities reported in a statement. The event was held to implement their part, as well as to discuss the issue of the Caspian Sea.

Pakistan PM Says He will resume Efforts to Improve Ties with India after 2019 Lok Sabha Elections

SALAMABAD - Imran Khan, Pakistani Prime Minister, said he would resume efforts to improve ties with India after 2019 Lok Sabha elections. Imran Khan, speaking at a ceremony held in the capital, said the ties with India were “stressed at the highest level in 2019 Lok Sabha elections.”

Three Arrested Over Alleged Bid to Blackmail Founder of India’s Paytm

HOLAMBHA - Maharashtra police have arrested three people, including the spokesman of the country’s biggest digital payments company Paytm, over an alleged fraud that took its founder and chairman - along with local traders - to the police station.

Venezuela has a serious issue between the two neighbors, who are separated by the Aegean Sea. The statement recalled a 1995 declaration of Turkey’s foreign minister, which was approved by the Turkish parliament. It is the first of its kind to be made in recent years.

n this context and it still maintains its validity today," the statement added. (Reuters)